This page offers suggestions on how to get the results you expect from Voximal, and what to do if you need support to help you get the answers you need.

**Support**

If you have additional need for technical support, you have this of options listed below.

- **Ask a Question on Stack Overflow**: Ask a question about the Voximal on [Stack Overflow](https://stackoverflow.com). Please use the word *voximal* for questions about the Voximal language, module or Voxibot solution. Those posts not only receive responses from the Stack Overflow community, but also from Ulex.fr engineers, who monitor the term Voximal and offer unofficial support.
  - Ask a question
  - See a list of all questions

- **Discuss the Voximal and Get Updates**: Join the [voximal](https://groups.google.com) Google group to discuss the Voximal and receive announcements and updates.

- **Get a Support Package**: Ulex.fr offers different support packages to meet different needs, such as 24/7 coverage, phone support, and access to a technical support manager.

- **For more information**, contact us to:
  - support@voximal.com.

- **Extras**, used tools for remote control:
  - Chrome remote desktop: [install](https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/remote-desktop-manager/godekobdpepfkmddlpofjflaflmmnfl)
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TeamViewer remote desktop: [download]
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• Voximal GitHub (publications)
• Asterisk
• Asterisk Application Vonference
• Asterisk Channel RTMP
• Asterisk Dialer GnuDialer
• Asterisk MRCP connector uniMRCP
• Flite Text to Speech
• Pico Text to Speech
• FreePBX
• Virtual Agent Sirius (Intelligent Personal Assistant)
• VoiceXML generator HawHaw
• VoiceXML interpreter OpenVXI
• Linux Asterisk/FreePBX Elastix
• Raspberry Asterisk/FreePBX RasPBX